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As the popularity of the World Wide Web grows in recent years, there is 
an increasing interest in semi-structured data on the Web. Semi-structured 
data are usually represented in graph format (commonly referred to as data 
graphs). Graph schemas have recently been proposed to represent meta-data 
of data graphs. There are two classes of graph schemas, namely, accurate 
graph schemas and approximate graph schemas. Accurate graph schemas are 
generally quite large and their approximate counterparts are compact. How-
ever, most existing algorithms for construction of approximate graph schemas 
require pre-determined parameters, which are in many circumstances, dif-
ficult to define. An exception is Conceptual Graph (CG), which is con-
structed using an incremental conceptual clustering method and requires no 
pre-determined parameter. In this thesis, we analyze the properties of CG 
and evaluate its significance in query optimization. We also propose two 
methods, including the use of a new utility function and the introduction of 
ii 
two new operators, to improve conceptual graph construction. The new con-
ceptual graphs are shown to provide better query optimization performance. 
iii 
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Recently, semi-structured data have received much interest as a result of 
the increasing popularity of the World Wide Web (the Web) [3, 4]. Data 
on the Web are irregular [2]. Consider the example where two restaurants 
promoting themselves on the Web. One restaurant may provide its name, 
address, open hour, and telephone number; while the other may provide 
its name, address, open hour, and menu. One can easily notice that the 
structure of the information provided by the two restaurants has similarities 
as well as differences. Such data are semi-structured. Semi-structured data 
commonly appear in scientific databases and data integration from various 
data sources [4]. In contrast to structured data, e.g., traditional databases, 
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semi-structured data are not confined to any rigid schemas [7, 31]. Also semi-
structured data are often subjected to frequent modification. This increases 
the difficulty in data integration. 
Due to its irregularity of semi-structured data, they are unsuitable for 
traditional database management systems, e.g., object oriented databases [1 . 
A typical model to represent such data is labeled directed graphs [28，39 • 
Data stored in this format compose a data graph. Labeled directed graphs 
can overcome the data irregularity problem. But its lack of schemas imposes 
great difficulty on query processing. As a result, query evaluation often 
involves exhaustive search over the entire data graph. 
For semi-structured data, different algorithms have also been proposed to 
extract schemas^ from a data graph [17, 18，29，36]. Some extraction methods 
consider the internal graph structure of a data graph, such as DataGuide [36 . 
DataGuide classify objects based on the set of label paths in a data graph. Its 
construction process is equivalent to the conversion from a non-deterministic 
finite automaton to a deterministic finite automaton [6]_ DataGuide is accu-
rate and concise, i.e., it does not consist any missing, false or duplicate paths. 
However, accurate schema graphs are generally large, sometimes even larger 
than the original data graph. Thus, it is expensive to construct and maintain 
iThe term schema is borrowed from traditional databases. But, strictly speaking, 
schema in the context of semi-structured data referred to its underlying structure. 
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an accurate schema graph, especially when the data graph is subject to fre-
quent modification. Some other algorithms are based on the traditional type 
systems. They tag and group objects with similar incoming edges into clus-
ters [17]. Since the structures of objects are irregular, approximate typing 
(clustering) is used instead of accurate clustering (clustering). This results 
in an approximate schema graph, which may contain false paths. Approx-
imate schema graphs have been proved to be small in size. However, most 
of them require pre-determined parameters in the construction process, e.g., 
threshold 9 in [17] and number of clusters K in [18]. Determination of these 
parameters are applications dependent. It is therefore hard to determine 
optimal values in advance. 
Recently, conceptual graph was proposed [40]. It uses an incremental 
conceptual clustering method to group objects based on their incoming (i.e., 
roles) and outgoing edges (i.e., attributes), it does not require any pre-
determined parameters. Experiments have revealed that conceptual graphs 
retained the property of compactness of approximate schema graphs, and 
they are useful in query evaluation. 
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1.2 Our Objective 
In our research, we propose a new approximate schema extraction algorithm 
for semi-structured data. The new algorithm [41] is an improvement of 
the conceptual graph model [40]. Compared with the original conceptual 
graphs, it produces more effective conceptual graphs and facilitates dynamic 
re-clustering. As a result, it is superior than other similar schemas in query 
processing. To achieve our objective, the following tasks have been carried 
out: 
Evaluation of Conceptual Graphs 
In [40], only naive evaluation over conceptual graphs was given. In this 
thesis, we evaluated it in a more systematic way. Synthetic data graphs were 
adopted in the evaluation. Parameters suggested in [40] were used to generate 
data graphs. We selectively varied some of the parameters and held others 
constant to generate different kinds of data graphs, e.g., fat and thin data 
graphs. Conceptual graphs were evaluated over the resultant data graphs. 
Graph size and query evaluation cost are used as the evaluation matrices. 
Experiments have been conducted to evaluate the effect of traversal or-
der as different traversal orders over data graphs tend to produce different 
conceptual graphs [40]. The goal of this task is to reveal the advantages of 
4 
conceptual graphs. 
Refinement of Conceptual Graphs 
Conceptual graphs are useful in query optimization. However, it still has 
some problems. In this thesis, we proposed a two-step approach to refine 
a conceptual graph. The intuition lies as follows: The effectiveness of a 
conceptual graph is measured in terms of the utility function result (see [40 
for details). Thus, if we can find ways to refine the utility function or increase 
the overall utility function value, then the resulting conceptual graphs should 
perforin better in query optimization. 
In the first step, we replace the original utility function with a new one. 
We then introduce additional operators to improve the clustering algorithm. 
Experiments have shown that, with the two-step refinement, query optimiza-
tion performance is much improved. 
1.3 The Organization of the Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews some related 
work in semi-structured data and graph schemas. Chapter 3 presents the 
experimental results on the properties and query evaluation of conceptual 
graphs. Chapter 4 outlines some problems in conceptual graphs. Chapter 
5 
5 and Chapter 6 present our two-step approach to refine conceptual graphs. 
Performance due to refinement are also evaluated. Chapter 7 concludes our 




2.1 Semi-structured Data 
In recent years, with the dramatic explosion of the World Wide Web (the 
Web), there are many research topics related to semi-structured data. For 
example, [3] outlines the sources and characteristics of semi-structured data; 
35，39] discusses the lorel query language designed for semi-structured data; 
15, 16，32] discusses query processing on unstructured data; and in [8，14， 
21, 24, 25], query languages and optimization techniques for semi-structured 
data are discussed. In this chapter, we give an overview of unstructured data. 
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2.1.1 What are Semi-structured Data? 
Semi-structured data are unstuctured data [3, 4]. They differ from structured 
data in several aspects. Firstly, structured data are usually confined to some 
rigid schemas. For example, data in traditional databases, like relational 
databases [31] or object oriented databases [5]. Data stored in traditional 
databases are based on a predefined schema (e.g. attributes of a table in 
relational databases and attributes of a class in object oriented databases). 
Since the schema is predefined and can be applied to all data, it is used to fa-
cilitate query evaluations. In contrast, the structure of semi-structured data 
is usually implicit, and is not confined to any rigid schemas. For example, 
objects describe the same type of information may have arbitrary combina-
tion of a set of attributes. In such a case, it is hard to extract a structure for 
query evaluations. Another difference is that semi-structured data usually 
evolve very quickly. As a result, it is impossible to predefine a rigid schema 
as in structured databases. 
Semi-structured data also differ from raw data. Raw data do not have 
any general regular structure, such as images or sound. As mentioned, the 
structure of semi-structured data is implicit. The implicit structure comes 
from the similarities between the objects describing the same piece of infor-
mation, The extraction of the implicit structure of semi-structured data has 
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received much research interest. This is also the theme of the thesis. 
In summary, unlike traditional databases, semi-structured data are not 
strictly typed. Furthermore,they are irregular and evolve rapidly. There-
fore，traditional databases are unsuitable for storing semi-structured data. 
New models, such as [28，38], have been proposed to store such data (see 
Section 2.2). 
2.1.2 Examples of Semi-structured Data 
Example 1: An obvious example of semi-structured data is data on the World 
Wide Web (the Web). The Web is a huge database, which contains a lot 
source of information useful to many users. However, since it is unstructured 
and does not conform to any standard data model, it is difficult to formulate 
queries and retrieve data from it in a systematic way, similar to what we 
do in traditional database access. Although html tags in a typical W W W 
document enable us to retrieve an individual page, its structure is of little 
use in data integration. 
Example 2: Semi-structured data are generated as a result of data in-
tegration [3]. Data integration of independent sources has been a popular 
topic of research [9, 12，20, 33]. Hitherto, existing data models do not fol-
low a common representation standard. As such, data from different sources 
9 
usually conform to different models and have different structures. They are 
semi-structured in nature and cannot be exchanged efficiently. 
2.2 Object Exchange Model 
Since traditional databases are not suitable for storing semi-structured data, 
labeled directed graphs have been proposed [28，38] . The Object Exchange 
Model (OEM) [38] was originally proposed for information exchange from 
different data sources. The key characteristic of OEM is its flexibility, for it 
needs to accommodate data from different models. Semi-structured data are 
not confined to rigid schemas. Thus flexibility is also an essential requirement 
in data management. It is natural to apply OEM to semi-structured data. 
OEM is based on labeled directed graphs. It consists of a set of vertices 
(objects) and edges (labels). Each object in the graph has a unique object 
identifier (oid) and a value. The value can be complex or atomic. A complex 
value is a set o f � l a b e l oid> pairs. An atomic value is a value from singleton 
classes, such as integer, string, etc. A label is a string value. It represents an 
edge connecting two objects in the graph. Complex objects have outgoing 
edges pointing to other objects，and singleton objects do not. For example, 
in Figure 2.1, object 2 is a complex object having the value {<name,5> 
<address 6>}, object 5 is an atomic object having the value "Xiao Li，’, and 
10 
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Figure 2.1: An OEM Database 
there is a directed edge with label “ name" pointing from object 2 to object 
5. 
A main feature of OEM is that it is self-describing. In an OEM database, 
there is no pre-defined schemas, i.e. the structure of an object is not defined 
in advance. Each object in the database contains its own schema. Unlike 
schemas in a traditional databases, a label in an OEM graph plays two roles: 
identification of an object as well as identification of the meaning of the 
object. For example, in Figure 2.1, the label "name" emerging from object 2 
to object 5 syntactically identifies that object 2 has an outgoing edge called 
"name", and implicitly imposes a constraint on object 5，i.e., object 5 is 
expected to be something related to a person name. 
Without losing generality, we suppose that all data graphs are represented 
11 
in the OEM model in this thesis. 
2.3 Regular Path Expressions 
Since semi-structured data are irregular, regular path expressions are wildly 
used in query processing, such as in [2，22, 28，39]. In this thesis, a regular 
path is defined as follows: 
P::=/||e||P|P|| P* II (P) 
where I denotes a string value for edge labels and e for an empty string. Con-
catenation, union, and closure are denoted as ” .”， a n d "*" respectively. 
A query with a regular path expression "select P" is to retrieve all the target 
nodes of the label path expressed in P. For example, the following query 
Q: select student.name 
is to find all the objects which are reachable via the label path "student.name" • 
If this query was evaluated (see Figure 2.1), the result set would be {5 } . If 
there is no structural information about the underlying database, such a 
query would result in an exhaustive search over the entire data graph, which 
could be unbearably time-consuming. However, with the help of a schema 
graph, we are only required to search the appropriate subgraphs. 
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2.4 Graph Schemas 
In traditional databases, schemas facilitate efficient query processing, see [1 
for an example. It is not unreasonable to assume that the underlying im-
plicit structure of semi-structured data play a similar role. This provides 
the motivation for schema extraction from semi-structured data. Schemas 
extracted from data graphs are also represented in graph format, referred 
to as graph schemas. The notion of a graph schema is formally introduced 
in [29]. If for every edge in a data graph, there is a corresponding edge with 
the same label in the schema graph, we say that the data graph conforms 
to the schema graph. Such a schema is an upper-bound schema, since the 
set of label paths in the schema graph is a superset of the label paths in the 
data graph. Unlike traditional databases, a graph schema is not pre-defined 
and it does not impose constraints on the presence of any edges. A data 
graph may conform to different graph schemas, depending on the extrac-
tion method applied. For example, Figure 2.2(b)- 2.2(d) show three different 
schema graphs for the data graph shown in Figure 2.2(a). Figure 2.2(b) is 
a minimal graph schema with a single object representing all the objects in 
the data graph. Schema 2.2(c) is obtained by assigning objects with similar 
outgoing and incoming edges to the same cluster, while schema 2.2(d) is a 
result of assigning the objects with the same label path in the same cluster. 
13 
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Figure 2.2: A Database and its Graph Schemas [40 
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Graph schemas have been used to optimize queries on semistructured 
data [27]. They are helpful in optimizing regular path expression queries [26, 
34] • In the following, we outline three well-known schema extraction meth-
ods: namely, accurate schema [36], approximate schemas [17, 18] and con-
ceptual graph [40 . 
2.4.1 Accurate Graph Schemas: DataGuides 
An accurate graph schema means that it has the same set of label paths 
with the data graph. Hence there is no missing nor false paths^ in it. A 
typical example for accurate graph schemas is DataGuide [36]. In theory, a 
DataGuide requires that every label path in the underlying data graph must 
appear in it exactly once. With this constraint, DataGuides are not only 
accurate, but also concise, meaning that there is no duplicate label paths. 
To achieve this, for each specific label path, the algorithm traverses over 
the data graph, finds out all the target nodes, clusters those nodes into the 
same object in the schema graph. The process repeats until all the label 
paths have been traversed. A data graph may produce different DataGuides. 
Figure 2.3 shows a data graph (a) with two DataGuides (b and c). Among all 
the DataGuides satisfying the properties, strong DataGuide is implemented 
in the Lore system [36]. Strong DataGuides further require that there is a 
1 False paths: Label paths which do not exist in the data graph 
15 
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Figure 2.3: A Data Graph and Two DataGuides, (b) is a Strong DataGuide 
one-to-one correspondence between each label path in the data graph and 
the object resulting from that path in the schema graph. Figure 2.3(b) is an 
example of a strong DataGuide. . 
The accuracy and conciseness of a DataGuide enable checking whether a 
given query with length^ n exists in the data graph by traversing at most n 
objects in the DataGuide. However, to construct and maintain a DataGuide 
can be very costly. Theoretically, the construction of a DataGuide is equiva-
lent to the conversion of a non-deterministic finite automaton (NFA) to a de-
terministic finite automaton (DFA). In practice, is possible that a DataGuide 
is much larger than the original data graph, see [6] for details. Intuitively, 
^The length of a query is the number of labels appear on the correspponding query 
graph. 
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the one-to-one correspondence between label paths in the data graph and 
objects in the resulting strong DataGuide can lead to a schema graph as big 
as 2 � w h e r e n is the number of unique label paths in the data graph. The 
situation can be worse if the data graph is cyclic. Since in a cyclic data 
graph, the number of label paths is infinitive, the size of the corresponding 
DataGuide would be huge. 
When optimizing a regular path expression using a DataGuide [34], the 
expression will be evaluated on the DataGuide first. If the size of the 
DataGuide is close to or even larger than the original database, the over-
head cost would undermine the benefits of using the schema graph. In such 
a case, it is undesirable to use DataGuide in evaluation. 
2.4.2 Approximate Graph Schemas 
As illustrated in the DataGuide example, the size of an accurate schema 
graph can be very large. Approximate graph schemas have been proposed as 
an alternative, e.g. [17，18，37 . 
In [37], approximate DataGuide is proposed based on object matching, 
suffix matching and path-cycle matching. In object matching, when two 
label paths are similar, i.e., the sets of objects reachable via the label paths 
are similar (similarities are measured with [42]), they will be merged into 
17 
one label path in the resulting DataGuide. With suffix matching, if the 
last N labels of two label paths are the same, these two label paths are 
merged in the schema graph. The value of N is determined in advance. 
The resulting schema graph is essentially equivalent to the k-representative 
object described in [6]. With the value of N approaches infinity, the resulting 
schema graph degenerates to a DataGuide. Path-cycle.matching method is 
particularly designed for data graph with cycles. If a certain part of a label 
path continues to repeat, the method uses heuristics to break it to avoid 
trapping in an infinite loop caused by the potential cycles. With these three 
approaches, the size of a DataGuide is reduced. 
17，18] classify objects in a data graph into types based on the object 
patterns. In particular, the idea of [17] came from [19, 23，30]. It identifies a 
set of candidate types based on the attributes of the objects and a threshold 
It then classifies objects into type hierarchy based on their role patterns. 
Since the number of candidate types are far less than the number of objects 
in a data graph, the size of the resulting schema graph is relatively small. [18. 
defines the number of types in advance. It then uses a numerical algorithm to 
type objects based on the attribute and role patterns. The number of types 
is theoretically less than the number of objects in the data graph. Other 
examples of approximate graph schemas which resemble type clustering are 
found in [10, 13 . 
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With an approximate schema graph, the overhead cost of pruning a query 
is reduced. However, the approximation of the graph is due to that the set 
of label paths in it is different from the set in the data graph. There may be 
missing paths or false paths. In [37], approximate DataGuides is proposed by 
relaxing the requirements that every label path in a DataGuide must fulfill 
in its underlying database. In this way, false paths are allowed. [17] tags ob-
jects of a data graph into hierarchical categories based on similarities of their 
roles and attributes. Since objects within the same type may not exactly 
have the same set of roles and attributes, false paths may appear. In addi-
tion to false paths, most of the approximate graph schemas are application 
dependent. For example, the choice of object matching, suffix matching or 
path-cycle matching for approximate DataGuides depends on specific appli-
cations. There is no systematic way to choose among them. Notice that [17' 
and [18] require pre-determined parameters in their operations, i.e., thresh-
old E and number of types N, respectively. The determination of 9 and N 
depends heavily on the application concerned and is not easy to achieve. 
2.4.3 Conceptual Graphs (CG) 
Conceptual graph (CG) proposed in [40] is an approximate schema graph. 
It uses an incremental clustering method to cluster objects in a data graph. 
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Assume that all data graphs are represented under OEM. We define: 
• Gd: an OEM data graph 
• the corresponding conceptual graph generated from Gd 
• ？;i: a vertex in G^ having at least one outgoing edge 
• Vi： a vertex (or a cluster) in and vertex vi is clustered into this 
cluster 
• A{vi)\ the set of outgoing edges of Vi 
• R[vi)\ the set of incoming edges of Vi 
• A{vi)\ the set of outgoing edges of 玛，which is the union of all A{vi), 
where vi represents all vertices in Gd being clustered into vi in Gs 
•丑(负）：the set of all incoming edges of Vi，which is the union of all 
咖 ) ’ where Vi represents all vertices in Gd being clustered into vi 
The major principle in incremental conceptual clustering is to predict 
氏)and R{vi) as accurate as possible. For this purpose, predictability and 
predictiveness are defined. 
Predictability For a given label its predictability is re-
flected by P{l\vi), which is the percentage of the vertices in G^ being clustered 
into Vi having the label I as an incoming or outgoing edge. The higher the 
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probability is, the more likely that a vertex included in Vi has the label I 
as an outgoing or incoming edge. It is obvious that if there is a one-to-one 
relationship between the vertices in Ga and the clusters in G,, then the pre-
dictability for every label I of a cluster % in would be maximized, and is 
equal to 1. However, a schema graph having a one-to-one relationship with 
the data graph would be as large as the data graph itself, which is undesir-
able. One of the goals is to minimize the size of the resulting schema graph 
Gs. This can be achieved by minimizing the number of appearances of each 
label I in Gg. 
Predictiveness For a given label leR(vi) [ j A{vi), its predictability is 
reflected by P{vi\l), which is the percentage of the overall vertices in the data 
graph having the label I as an incoming or outgoing edge being clustered into 
vertex 巧.The higher the probability is，the more likely that a vertex with 
label I in Gd will be clustered into cluster Vi in G^. It is also obvious that if 
we cluster all vertices in Gd into one single cluster in the predictiveness 
for every label I of cluster 极 is maximized and is equal to 1. However, a 
schema graph with only one single cluster is useless. 
In practice, it is not possible to increase the predictability of a given 
label without decreasing its predictiveness, and vice versa. Thus conceptual 
graphs define a trade-off function for each label I in Vi as follows: 
21 
T{l,Vi) = P{l\vi) * P{vi\l) 
The total trade off for cluster Vi is defined as 
E … i ) = |il(v<)LJA(i;i)| E z e / l ⑷ I J A ⑷ 巧 刃 0 
where \X\ is the cardinality of the set X. In this case, it equals to the sum 
of the number of the unique outgoing and incoming edges of vi . Now we 
define the utility function U as 
where K is the number of clusters. Each time a vertex in Gd is assigned to an 
existing or a new cluster, it should result in maximum utility. The algorithm 
with breadth-first and depth-first traversals are shown below: 
Procedure breadthJirst_traverse(7;i, Vi, q ) 
begin 
if Vi has not been assigned to Vi in Gg 
then 
let Vi be the vertex in Gg which will result in max U; 
assign Vi to Vi ； 
add Vi an appropriate label from its parent ； 
foreach {v i ,v j ) with a label I in G^ 
assign Vj to queue q 
22 
endfor 
if q is not empty 
then 







foreach (v i ,v j ) with a label I in Ga 
if Vj has not been assigned to vj in Gg 
then 
let Vi be the vertex in GG which will result in max U; 
assign vj to Vj ； 
traverse(?;j,ijj); 
endif 




Following are the major characteristics of CGs: 
• Each vertex in a data graph matches exactly one node in the corre-
sponding CG: The incremental clustering method clusters the vertices 
in a data graph one by one according to their similarities. Once a ver-
tex has been assigned to a cluster, it will not be assigned again. This 
results that there are no duplicate nodes in a CG and the size of the 
resulting CG will not be larger than the original data graph. Complex 
cycles in data graphs often produce many unexpected label paths in 
the schema graphs, but they are not considered by the CG clustering 
method. Thus, cycles have no effect in CG construction. This differs 
from DataGuides, in which complex cycles often lead to large schema 
graphs [36 . 
• Every label path in a data graph will be included in the CG: Incremental 
clustering method is not heuristic-based. It ensures that every path 
appearing in a data graph also appears in the resulting CG, i.e. there 
is no missing path in CG. 
• Conceptual graphs may introduce false path: CG is not an accurate 
schema graph. The set of label paths in CG are (most likely) different 
from the set of label paths in the original data graph. That means, 
given a query with label-path length n, we cannot verify whether a 
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target set exists by traversing only n nodes in a CG. 
Conceptual graphs are approximate schema graphs. Since they do not 
require any pre-determined parameters, they are applicable to any kind of 
data graphs. Experiments in [40] also revealed that their sizes are generally 
smaller compared to the original data graphs. 
2.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we discuss the formal definition and data sources of semi-
structured data. We then outline the Object Exchange Model (OEM), which 
is the most popular data model used to represent semi-structured data. OEM 
is adopted throughout this thesis. Regular path expressions are mentioned, 
as it is used in query evaluation. Finally we discuss graph schemas for semi-
structured data. There are accurate and approximate graph schemas. A 
typical example of accurate graph schemas is DataGuide. DataGuides are 
accurate and concise. Given a query represented in regular path expression 
with length n, querying with DataGuide could retrieve the required result 
at the cost of traversing n nodes the most. However, a DataGuide could be 
very large. Theoretically, a DataGuide could be as large as where n is the 
number of objects in the data graph. Approximate graph schemas are p r o 
posed for they are smaller in size (e.g., approximate DataGuides). However, 
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most of the approximate graph schema extraction algorithms require certain 
pre-determined parameters, e.g., the number of clusters. There is no system-
atic ways to determine such parameters, as they are application dependent. 
To overcome this problem, conceptual graphs (CGs) are proposed. CG is an 
approximate graph. It is compact. Further, the extraction algorithm of CG 
does not require any pre-determined parameters. 
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Chapter 3 
Query Evaluation and 
Characteristics of Conceptual 
Graphs 
In this chapter, we present a set of evaluation experiments over conceptual 
graphs (CG). We first evaluate how the size of a conceptual graph reacts 
to different kinds of data graphs in Section 3.2. Experimental results from 
query evaluation are outlined in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 3.4 analyzes 
the effect of traversal orders over the construction of a conceptual graph. 
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3.1 Generation of Data Graphs 
The data graphs used for the evaluation experiments are based on different 
settings of the following parameters [40]: 
• Height: the maximum level number of the data graph 
• Lab/lev', the number of unique labels on outgoing edges for each level. 
It is assumed that the set of labels for different levels are not disjoint. 
• Fan-out. the maximum number of outgoing edges allowed for a complex 
object. 
• Obj/lev: the number of objects per level. 
• BackFreq: the portion of outgoing edges redirected to the previous level. 
• BackLev: the distance, i.e., number of level, that the redirected level is 
above from the current level. 
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3.2 Conceptual Graphs with Respect to Dif-
ferent Types of Data Graphs 
3.2.1 Experimental Setup 
To generate the desired data graphs, we varied one or more paraineter(s) and 
kept the other constant. For each generated data graph, the corresponding 
conceptual graph was constructed using a breadth-first traversal algorithm. 
• We varied height and obj/lev at the same time and held the other 
parameters constant to control the shape of the data graphs. Effec-
tively，the larger was the height of the data graph, the thinner it would 
be. This led to data graphs in different fatness or thinness. For each 
given size of the data graph, the height was gradually increased and the 
ohj/lev was decreased. 6 different height-obj/lev pairs were used. The 
sizes of the generated data graphs ranged from 650 to 14,500 vertices. 
The results are shown in Table 3.1. 
• We varied lab/lev and held the other parameters constant to produce 
data graphs with various similarities between their vertices. The bigger 
was the lab/lev, the more unique labels a level has and the less similar 
the vertices at the same level would be. For each given size of a data 
graph，5 different lab/levs were used. The sizes of the generated data 
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graphs ranged from 650 to 14,500 vertices. The results are shown in 
Table 3.2. 
• We varied BackFreq and held the other parameters constant to pro-
duce various data graphs. The larger was the BackFreq, the more 
likely that the data graph would consist of cycles. For each given size 
of data graph, 5 different BackFreqs were used. The sizes of the gen-
erated data graphs ranged from 650 to 14,500 vertices. The results are 
shown in Table 3.3. 
3.2.2 Experimental Results 
• Table 3.1: Fat data graphs versus thin data graphs. In the experiment, 
6 sets of data graphs were used. For each set, we varied both height 
and ohj/lev to achieve different degree of thinness and kept the size of 
the data graph unchanged. The degree of thinness was measured with 
numeric values 1-6, with 1 representing thinnest and 6 fattest. In the 
table, "ET" represents the degree of thinness. Prom the table, we see 
� that CGs are generally much smaller than the original data graphs in 
terms of the number of nodes and links. Moreover, it is observed that 
thinner data graphs tend to generate larger CGs. 
• Table 3.2 : Variation of Lab/lev. In the experiment, 5 sets of data graphs 
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Data graph CG size(nodes, links) 
= J o d e s ， E T = 1 |ET=2 |ET = 3 |ET = 4 |ET = 5 |ET = 6 
27； ^ 51, ^ 61； 
18036 1171 1341 1702 1627 1809 2463 
4675, "47； ^ 57； ^ 12, ^ 
37586 1875 2190 2493 2647 2902 3479 
7856, ^ ^ 12, n, ^ ^ 
63209 4235 4774 5370 5913 6062 6527 
110134’ 47, ^ ^ m, 11, 
114629 2276 2589 3114 2871 3122 4058 
13426, ~13, ^ 84； ^ ^ 
147835 4836 5415 5694 6118 7209 6987 
14569, 60, 69, ~15, ^ m, ^ 
151869 3581 4347 4932 5191 5720 6654 
Table 3.1: Fat Data Graphs VS. Thin Data Graphs in CG Construction 
with different sizes were used. For each set, the parameter Lab/Lev was 
varied from 5 to 13. As the unique labels in a level increased, the simi-
larities between the objects at the same level decreased, and this caused 
a CG to split more nodes in order to accommodate them. Hence the 
size increased. The effect of increasing Lah/lev is quite apparent (see 
Table 3.2). 
• Table 3.3 : Variation of BackFreq. In the experiment, 5 sets of data 
graphs with different sizes were used. For each set, we varied BackFreq 
from 10% to 70%. The results (see Table 3.3) reveal that although more 
links redirected to previous levels may lead to more cycles in a data 
graph, it has little impact to CGs. This is reasonable since incremental 
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Data Graph Lab/lev CG size 
size(nodes, links) (nodes, links) 
661, 5 _ 9,87 — 
6806 7 — 9,126 — 
9 一 12,203 一 
T l 一 1 4 , 4 2 4 • 
13 ~ 16,547 
2238, 5 — 20,455 一 
18036 7 26,927 “ 
•9 — 37,1928 一 
'11 _ 49,3199 一 
13 — 55,3995 
6310， 5 — 20,498 
81788 7 43,2438 “ 
"9 — 39,2693 一 
T l "91,11868 • 
13 — 104,16319 
11014, 5 — 49,2072 
114629 7 — 74,5140 
9 — 92,10370 ~ ~ 
•11 — 153,22608 ~ ~ 
13 — 237,36411 
14568, 5 — 45,3274 
151869 7 75,5267 
"9 一 102,11207 一 
“11 103,14350 ~ ~ 
13 229,39167 — 
Table 3.2: Effect of Lab/lev in CG Construction 
clustering method only focuses on similarities between vertices in the 
data graph and not on the label paths of the data graph. 
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Data Graph Backfreq CG size 
size(nodes, links) (nodes, links) 
661, 10 “ 11,149 
6806 30 10,120-
50 “ 10,131 
70 10,127 
2238, 10 17,433 “ 
18036 30 "15,357 — 
50 “ 15,341 
70 16,346 
6310, 10 20,498 
81788 30 22,537 
50 “ 17,285 
70 17,277 
11014, 10 49,2072 
114629 30 41,1800 
50 “ 37,1556 
70 28,1073 
14568, 10 64,3344 
151869 30 "52,3165 一 
"50 38,1859 — 
70 39, 2106 
Table 3.3: Effect of Backfreq in CG Construction 
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3.3 Query Evaluation 
In the evaluation, a set of synthetic data graphs were generated. The sizes of 
the graphs ranged from 2,500 nodes to 40,000 nodes. For each data graph, 
100 random regular path expressions were constructed according to the label 
paths on the graph. The regular path expressions were divided into two 
groups. One group consisted of expressions with the closure operator ("*") 
and the other group without. The first group was designed for those queries 
with a large or very large target set (hereafter we refer it as large queries). 
The second group was designed for queries with small target set (hereafter 
known as small queries). We define small queries and large queries as follows: 
• Small queries: queries usually retrieve only a small set of nodes from a 
data graph, e.g., 
select a.b.c.d.e.(f|g).h 
• Large queries: queries result in several tens or several hundreds of nodes 
from a data graph, e.g., 
select a.*.b.*.c.d 
For each data graph, the corresponding conceptual graph was generated us-
ing a breadth-first traversal algorithm. Small and large queries were then 
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evaluated in two different contexts, namely, with and without the use of 
conceptual graphs. The query costs in both contexts were compared. 
Query cost is measured in terms of the number of nodes being traversed 
over the graph (either a schema graph or a data graph) to find the required 
answer. For queries without using schema graphs, the time to find the answer 
is equal to the number of nodes directly traversed over the data graph. For 
queries using schema graphs, it is equal to the sum of the following items: 
• the number of nodes traversed over the schema graph to rewrite the 
original query Q into Qg. 
• the number of the nodes traversed over the original data graph to find 
the target set of the rewritten query Qs. 
Figure 3.1 compares the query costs over small queries between query 
without schema graphs (represented with Series 1) and query with conceptual 
graphs (represent with Series 2). Note that each value on the y-axis represents 
the average query cost over the 50 regular path expressions chosen as small 
queries for each specific data graph. Values on the x-axis represent the sizes 
of the data graphs (i.e., number of nodes in the graph). Prom the figure, we 
see that Series 2 is a little bit higher than Series 1. This implies that for 
small queries, query with conceptual graphs costs more than query without 
conceptual graphs, but the surplus is small. 
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Query costs of original and revised algorithms over samll 
queries 
• Series 1 • series2 
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Figure 3.1: Query Costs of Conceptual Graphs over Small Queries 
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Query costs of original and revised algorithm over large 
queries 
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Figure 3.2: Query Costs of Conceptual Graphs over Large Queries 
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Figure 3.2 compares the query costs over large queries between the same 
candidates, i.e., query without schema graphs (represented with Series 1)， 
and query with conceptual graphs (represent as Series 2). Each value on the 
y-axis represents the average query cost over the 50 regular path expressions 
chosen as large queries for each specific data graph. Values on the x-axis 
represents the sizes of the data graphs. From the figure, we see that Series 
2 lies below Series 1. This implies that for large queries, query with original 
conceptual graphs has less cost than query without schema graphs. In other 
words, conceptual graphs are helpful in reducing query costs. Prom the 
experimental results, we observe that the reduction is around 10%-20% of 
the original costs. 
In conclusion, when a given query is designed to retrieve a small target 
set，conceptual graphs are not useful. Thus it could be avoided. On the other 
hand, if the result set of a query is expected to be large, query evaluation 
with conceptual graphs can help reduce query cost. 
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3.4 The Effect of Traversal Orders over Con-
ceptual Graphs 
As mentioned in [40], different traversal orders over the nodes of a data 
graph can result in different conceptual graphs. In this section, experiments 
to analyze its effects are outlined. 
3.4.1 Experimental Setup 
The experiments are divided into two subparts: 
• In the first step, we investigated how traversal orders affect conceptual 
graph creation. The major concern was the size. We first generated 
various kinds of synthetic data graphs. For each data graph, concep-
tual graphs using different traversal orders were constructed. Since it 
was impossible to exhaust all possible traversal orders (for a given data 
graph with n vertices, the possible traversal orders are n!), 50 concep-
tual graphs were generated for each data graph. The sizes of the CGs 
were then compared. Data graphs with different sizes were used. The 
number of vertices ranged from 650 to 14,500. The experimental results 
showed that sizes of the resulting conceptual graphs were very close in 
terms of number of clusters. Figure 3.3 shows the results. 
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• We studied the experimental results of two specific traversal orders: 
breadth-first and depth-first traversals. We generated a set of data 
graphs. The sizes of the data graphs ranged from 2500 to 20,000 nodes. 
For each data graph, conceptual graphs with depth-first and bread-first 
traversals were generated. The sizes of the resulting conceptual graphs 
were compared. Figure 3.4 shows the results. Furthermore, for each 
data graph, 100 random queries using regular path expressions were 
generated. The queries were divided into two groups: small queries and 
large queries. The queries were applied to the conceptual graphs. The 
query results of small and large queries were recorded, see Figure 3.5 
and Figure 3.6 respectively. 
3.4.2 Experimental Results 
• In Figure 3.3, the x-axis depicts traversal orders, and y-axis the sizes of 
conceptual graphs. There are 4 lines lying on the figure, each of them 
corresponds to the results of the 50 different traversal orders for the 
data graph with sizes of 2,500, 5,000, 7500 and 10000，respectively. We 
observe that the size of each CG varied in different traversal orders. 
However, the variation is rather small (in a range of several tens of 
nodes). We also observe that under a fixed traversal order, the size of 
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The Effect of Traversal Orders over the Sizes of 
Conceptual Graphs 
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Figure 3.3: Size Comparison between Different Traversal Orders 
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Size Comparison between the Breadth-first and 
Depth-first Traversals 
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Figure 3.4: Size Comparison between the Breadth-first and Depth-first 
Traversals 
CG increases as the size of data graph increases. 
• F^om Figure 3.4，we observe that the CG size between breadth-first and 
depth-first traversals differs around several tens of nodes. However, 
the difference is small compared to the size of the underlying data 
graphs (several or tens of thousands nodes). The line corresponding to 
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depth-first traversal mostly lies above the other one. This implies that 
depth-first traversal tends to generate a larger conceptual graph than 
breadth-first traversal. 
• Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the query costs of the two traversal 
orders over different data graphs for small and large queries, respec-
tively. Prom the two figures, we could see that in most cases, the point 
representing depth-first traversal locates above the one representing 
breadth-first traversal, implying that breadth-first traversal can result 
in a better conceptual graph in terms of query optimization. The query 
cost of breadth-first traversal is mostly around 5% less than its depth-
first counterpart. However, there are some exceptional points. It is in-
teresting to find that in the cases where depth-first traversal performs 
better, the size of the CG is smaller than the breadth-first traversal 
ones; and conversely, when the size of CG is larger, it performs worse. 
Therefore, one concludes that no matter whether a conceptual graph is 
generated with depth-first or breadth-first traversal order, if it is small 
in size, query optimization is better. Since breadth-first traversal or-
der tends to generate a smaller conceptual graph, it usually performs 
better. 
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Cost Comparison between Breadth-first and 
Depth-first Treversals for Small Queries 
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Cost Comparison between Breadth-first and 
Depth-first Traversals for Large Queries 
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3.5 Chapter Summary 
We studied the size of conceptual graphs with respect to different parameters, 
such as thinness, cyclic degree, and similarity between objects. The results 
revealed that conceptual graphs were always compact. CG could be used 
to improve query evaluation performance. Experimental results showed that 
for small queries, query without conceptual graphs was better. However, 
when a query involves a large set of retrieval result, query with conceptual 
graphs are useful in reducing query cost. Further, we evaluated the effect 
of traversal orders in the construction of a conceptual graph. Experimental 
results showed that traversal orders did not lead to large variations in CG size. 
However, the difference on the CG size does affect the performance in query 
evaluation. As depth-first traversal tends to generate a larger conceptual 
graph, it is usually not as effective as breadth-first traversal. 
Conceptual Graph (CG) is useful for large query evaluation. But there are 
still plenty room for improvement. In the next chapters, we study different 
techniques to improve CG. 
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Chapter 4 
Problems in Conceptual 
Graphs 
We have compared the query results with and without using conceptual 
graphs in Chapter 3. We observed that for small queries, query evaluation 
without using conceptual graphs were more efficient; and for large ones, con-
ceptual graphs were able to reduce query costs, the margin was only around 
10-20%. Table 4.1 gives some example of cost reduction due to the use 
of conceptual graphs in evaluation of large queries. There are three factors 
leading to the unsatisfactory performance. They are outlined in the following 
sections. 
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Data graph Conceptual graph % of cost 
size (nodes) size (nodes) reduced 
2500 21 14 
5000 46 15 
7500 69 16 
10000 83 13 
12500 92 18 
15000 104 15 
17500 154 14 
20000 172 15 
22500 186 19 
25000 228 18 
27500 261 20 
30000 245 21 
Table 4.1: The Cost Reduced by Conceptual Graphs Using Breadth-first 
Traversal Order over Large Queries 
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Data graph Conceptual graph % of 
size (nodes) size (nodes) false paths 
500 7 95 
1000 9 98 
1500 10 97 
2000 21 95 
2500 22 97 
3000 27 97 
3500 30 98 
4000 33 98 
4500 43 96 
5000 39 99 
Table 4.2: False Paths in Conceptual Graphs 
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4.1 False Paths in Conceptual Graphs 
As shown in Section 3.2, the size of a conceptual graph is usually much 
smaller than the original data graph. This implies that many vertices in the 
data graph are clustered to the same node in the resultant conceptual graph 
and hence resulting in a large number of false paths. Table 4.2 shows some 
conceptual graphs and their corresponding percentage of false paths. The 
percentage of false paths is the proportion of number of false paths produced 
in the conceptual graph against the total number of label paths in the data 
graph. Prom the table, we see that the percentage is high for a specific data 
graph. Since false paths tend to decrease the effectiveness of a conceptual 
graph for filtering redundant subgraphs for a given query, they limit query 
cost reduction. 
A way to improve the quality of conceptual graphs is to reduce the per-
centage of false paths. However, the cost could be very high. As mentioned, 
given a data graph with n nodes, the number of label paths can be as large 
as 2". Especially, when there are cycles, the number may even go to infinity. 
Here, balance between the number of false paths and the size of the concep-
tual graph is the primary concern, as false path reduction inevitably leads 
to size increasing. In the extreme situation, removal of all false paths leads 
to a DataGuide, which can be very large. However, it is not easy to only 
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remove selective false paths, for it is difficult to determine which part of the 
conceptual graph to trim. 
In conclusion, it is difficult to improve the quality of a conceptual graph 
through false path reduction. Thus this approach is not considered in this 
thesis. 
4.2 Utility Function 
In the construction process of a conceptual graph, the criterion to assign an 
object to cluster is determined by the result of the utility function. Therefore, 
the design of the utility function is crucial and affects the quality of resultant 
schema. In [40], the utility function groups objects with similar incoming and 
outgoing edges into the clusters. Intuitively, this would have been reasonable 
if the objective was solely on similarities between objects. 
Consider the data graph in Figure 4.1(a), objects 2 and 3 have the same 
set of roles (i.e., incoming edges) a and attributes (i.e., outgoing edges) b, b. 
Using the original utility function, these two objects are likely to be assigned 
to the same cluster in the conceptual graph, as shown in Figure 4.1(b). 
Another similar case occurs with objects 5 and 6. Now consider the query: 
select a.b.d.f 




Figure 4.1: Problems in the Original Utility Function 
producing the final result set, the label path a.b.d.e is also traversed. The 
traversal is redundant. A schema graph is used to filter out such redundant 
cost，but the conceptual graph in Figure 4.1(b) cannot accomplish that. It 
is because objects 2 and 3 as well as objects 5 and 6 are both classified into 
the same cluster. In the next chapter, we propose modification to the utility 
function. Experiments have shown that conceptual graphs using the new 
function remain compact and perform better in query evaluation than the 
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corresponding conceptual graphs produced using the original utility function. 
4.3 Information Incompleteness in the Con-
struction Process 
Conceptual graphs use an incremental clustering method. It groups objects 
based on the increasing information dynamically collected from the data 
graph. When an object is examined (such an object is referred to as an 
”actor”)，the algorithm chooses the appropriate cluster for it based on the 
information^ contained by the objects that have already been assigned to 
clusters (such objects are referred to as "providers", since they provide infor-
mation) and the one contained by the actor. Other objects which are neither 
a provider nor the actor do not play any role in determining the best cluster 
for the actor. After the actor has been assigned to a cluster, it becomes a 
provider and will then contribute to the typing of the next actor. The set of 
providers for an object is determined by the initial input order in the con-
struction process. For example, the first actor does not have any providers, 
while the last actor have all the objects except itself in the data graph as its 
providers. 
Intuitively, we want to group an object with as many providers as pos-
iThe information of an object here refers its roles and attributes, etc. 
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sible，as more information means higher accuracy. However, in the original 
algorithm [40], once an object has been assigned to a cluster based on their 
own set of providers, information contained by other objects whose initial 
input order are behind them would not matter to their existence. This is 
undesirable. A way to solve this is to re-evaluate previous decisions on pie-
vious actors once a new actor has joined and become a new provider. Based 
on this, we propose a technique to refine a conceptual graph in Chapter 6. 
4.4 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, we have outlined some problems which appear in conceptual 
graphs. First, the percentage of false paths in conceptual graphs is high. As 
false paths affect the ability of conceptual graphs in query optimization, they 
are undesirable. However, to remove false paths from conceptual graphs can 
be costly. Second, as the utility function types objects based on the roles 
as well attributes, it tends to cluster objects along similar label paths into 
the same cluster, which is undesirable in terms of maintaining the quality 
of conceptual graphs in query optimization (see Figure 4.1). Third, with 
the original construction algorithm, once an object has been assigned to a 
cluster，it sticks to that cluster and would not benefit from the information 
provided by the new coining objects whose input order are behind it. 
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Chapter 5 
Refinement of the Utility 
Function 
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the original utility function works well in clas-
sifying objects with similar roles (incoming edges) and attributes (outgoing 
edges). But the conceptual graphs are ineffective to distinguish objects along 
similar but not identical label paths. In the following section, we propose 
a way to modify the utility function, which in turn leads to more effective 
conceptual graphs. 
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5.1 ”Attributes Or Roles" Instead of "At-
tributes and Roles" 
Using original utility function, an object in the data graph is assigned to 
an appropriate cluster in a conceptual graph based on its roles as well as 
attributes, the question here is that: Could we just consider the roles or 
attributes, instead of both? 
Refer to Figure 4.1 in Chapter 4，if we consider both roles and attributes, 
objects 5 and 6 are likely to be assigned to the same cluster, since they have 
the same set of roles {b，b}’ and similar sets of attributes {d，m} and {d，n}， 
respectively. However, if we only consider attributes instead of both, objects 
5 and 6 may not be assigned to the same cluster, which is preferred for a 
query like select a.b.d.f. Many similar situations may appear in a large data 
graph. 
The underlying logic for only considering one of the properties is that 
when there are two similar label paths sharing the first n labels, objects ap-
pear along one of the label paths will have at least one role and one attribute 
same as their counterparts in the other label path. Using the original utility 
function, they together with their counterparts will be assigned to the same 
cluster，see Figure 4.1, which is undesirable. By only considering attributes 
or roles, part of the similarities could be removed. As a result, we reduce 
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the possibility of wrong clustering. It is expected that the size of the resul-
tant schema graphs would remain compact, as we still group objects based 
on their roles or attributes. Furthermore, as the calculation of the utility 
function bears most of the computational cost, the cost is expected to be 
reduced by nearly 50%. To further understand the results of using roles or 
attributes individually, the following experiments have been conducted. 
5.2 Roles 
5.2.1 The New Utility Function with Only Roles In-
volved 
As described in Section 2.4.3，for each incoming (i.e., role) or outgoing edge 
(i.e.，attributes) of an object in a data graph, a trade-off function is defined 
as the product of its predictiveness and predictability. The total trade-off 
function making up the original utility function evaluates both incoming and 
outgoing edges. In this section, we only consider incoming edges, so the total 
� trade-off function is adjusted from 
_ = ^ 咖 （5.1) 
" 〜 “乂 i e / l � L M � 
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to 
丑幽） = ‘ ： E t ( 丨 ， 动 (5.2) 
乂 ” leRivi) 
Where Vi is a cluster in the resultant conceptual graph, R � is the set of 
incoming edges of Vi while A{vi) is the set of outgoing edges, T[l,Vi) is the 
trade-off function for the specific label I. Note that the change occurs in 
the omission of A{vi) in the new total trade-off function. The new utility 




But the total trade-off function E is replaced by the new one Er and K is 
the number of existing clusters. 
The algorithms with breadth-first and depth-first traversals to construct 
conceptual graphs remain the same as described in Section 2.4.3，while the 
utility values are obtained by the new utility function Ur. 
5.2.2 Query Evaluation Using Roles Only 
For this evaluation experiments, 50 data graphs were generated. The sizes 
of the data graphs ranged from 1,000 to 10,000 nodes. For each data graph, 
conceptual graphs using original and new utility functions were both con-
structed. 50 small and large queries (see Section 3.3 for a definition of small 
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and large queries) were randomly chosen. Query evaluation was divided into 
two groups, one for small queries and the other for large ones. For each group, 
the same queries were applied to both conceptual graphs. Their average cost 
was calculated as the query cost over the data graph. The query results for 
small and large queries are shown in Figure 5.1. In Figures 5.1，the x-axis 
represents data graphs with different sizes; the y-axis is the proportion of 
change in percentage over costs between the new utility function (new cost) 
and the original one (original cost), which is defined as follows: 
proportion of change = 二 : ： 二 二 cost (5]) 
A positive value in the y-axis means that conceptual graphs using the new 
utility function (hereafter referred to as new conceptual graphs) costs more 
than conceptual graphs using original one (hereafter referred to as original 
conceptual graphs). 
In the figure，it is shown that for small and large queries, the proportion 
of change varies between -50-150% and -10-30% respectively. Since most of 
the points appear above the zero-axis for both cases, only considering roles 
of an object in the construction process of a conceptual graph is evidently 
inadequate. 
However，it should be noted that the results are largely due to size in-
crease in the new conceptual graphs. Figure 5.2 shows the sizes of the orig-
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Figure 5.1: The Effect of Query Cost Reduction of New Conceptual Graphs 
Based on Roles Only 
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inal and new conceptual graphs used in Figure 5.1. We observe that the 
line representing new conceptual graphs lies above the original one. In fact, 
the percentage of size increase is mostly between 20-150%. As the size of 
conceptual graphs increases, the cost spent to prune a given query also in-
creases. Thus, the total query cost increases. Small queries usually have 
small query costs. Therefore, even a small increase on overheads may lead 
to a big percentage increase in the total cost. 
It is interesting to note that in general the size of new conceptual graphs 
increase significantly. To explain this results, we emphasize an assumption, 
which we have made in synthetic data graph generation. The assumption is 
that，the number of objects in lower levels is larger than those in a higher 
level. In practice, this is usually the case. Under this assumption, an object 
in a data graph tends to have more attributes than roles, for roles distributed 
by the previous level are shared by many candidates. As a result, when we 
classify objects based on their roles only, the differences between similar 
objects，which prevent them from grouping together in the same cluster, is 
enlarged. Hence the size of conceptual graphs increases. 
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In Section 5.2, we considered only roles in the utility function, in this section, 
we investigate the same using attributes. 
5.3.1 The New Utility Function Based on Attributes 
Only 
Similar to roles, with only attributes involved, the total trade-ofF function is 
changed from Equation 5.1 to 
丑乂动 = 了(丨，动 （5.5) 
where Vi is a cluster in the resultant conceptual graph, A{vi) is the set of 
outgoing edges of % and T{l,Vi) is the trade-ofF function for the specific 
label I. 
Different from the one only considering roles (i.e., Equation 5.2), the part 
not included in the total trade-off function is R{vi), instead of A{vi). With 
the new total trade-off function, a new utility function is formulated, similar 
� to Equation 5.6: 
1 ^ 
… = 丑 xfe)， (5.6) 
k=l 
Similarly，the algorithms with breadth-first and depth-first traversals to con-
struct conceptual graphs remain the same with the utility values obtained 
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by considering attributes only. 
5.3.2 Query Evaluation Using Attributes Only 
In this section, the same set of data graphs and small/large queries which 
were used in roles only case (see Section 5.2) were adopted. For each adopted 
data graph, conceptual graphs using original utility function, i.e., considering 
both roles and attributes (hereafter referred to as original conceptual graphs) 
as well as attributes only (hereafter referred to as new conceptual graphs) 
were constructed. Query evaluation was divided into two groups, one for 
small queries and the other for large ones. For each group, the corresponding 
queries were applied to both original and new conceptual graphs for each 
specific data graph. For each conceptual graph, their average query cost 
was calculated. The query results for small and large queries are shown in 
Figure 5.3. In Figure 5.3, the x-axis represents different data graphs, and the 
y-axis is the result in percentage of the difference between the costs of new 
and original conceptual graphs over the cost of the original conceptual graph 
(see Equation 5.4). A positive value in y-axis means that new conceptual 
graphs cost more. 
Prom the figure, we observe that for small queries, the proportion of 
change varies between -50-10%. For large queries, the variation is between 
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Figure 5.3: The Effect of Query Cost Reduction of New Conceptual Graphs 
Based on Attributes Only 
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-20-5%. In both cases, most of the points (more than 80% of the candidates) 
appear below the zero-axis line. This shows that with only considering at-
tributes in the utility function, query costs were reduced in most cases. The 
reduction of costs for small queries was more volatile than large ones, with a 
percentage range of 10-40% versus 5-15%. 
In cases where only roles were considered (see Section 5.2)，the size of 
conceptual graphs increased. But in this case, where only attributes were 
considered, the results were different. Figure 5.4 shows the sizes of the new 
conceptual graphs used in Figure 5.2. It shows that the sizes are close to the 
original ones or even smaller. With a small size, the cost for a conceptual 
graph to prune a query is limited. This benefits the total query cost. We 
conclude here that using only attributes in construction, the resultant con-
ceptual graphs remain compact and perform better in query optimization. 
To further justify the conclusion, we conducted a reliability test. 
5.4 A Reliability Test for Attribute-only Util-
ity Function 
In this section, we present a series of experiments to evaluate the new utility 
function based on attributed only. The areas under investigation are the size 
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of the conceptual graphs and query evaluation costs. 
In the experiments, 500 data graphs were generated. The sizes of the data 
graphs ranged from 1,000 nodes to 20,000 nodes. For each data graph, both 
original conceptual graphs (i.e., conceptual graphs produced by the origi-
nal utility function) and the new conceptual graphs (i.e., conceptual graphs 
by the new attribute-only utility function) were constructed. The average 
query cost using the following query evaluation strategies, query without us-
ing conceptual graphs, query using original and new conceptual graphs were 
evaluated. 50 small and large queries were used for this purpose. Figure 5.5 
and Figure 5.6 show part of the query results for small and large queries 
respectively. In Figure 5.5, the line representing query without using con-
ceptual graphs lies below the other two. That means for small queries, query 
without conceptual graphs still performed better. Among the two conceptual 
graphs，queries using new conceptual graphs outperformed the other. The 
range in cost reduction that the new conceptual graphs achieved over the 
original one is mostly between 10-20%. In large query evaluation, it shows 
that for both new and original conceptual graphs, most of the points appear 
below those of query without schema graphs. This means that whichever 
conceptual graphs was used, it could help reduce query costs. Among the 
original and new conceptual graphs, the later performed better as most of 
its points appear below the other in Figure 5.6. The results reveal that in 
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Figure 5.5: Query Results of Original and New Conceptual Graphs over 
Small Queries 
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comparison with query without using conceptual graphs, query using original 
conceptual graphs could help reduce the costs by a range of 10-20%, yet with 
the new ones, the costs were reduced by a range of 15-30%. 
Figure 5.7 shows the sizes of the conceptual graphs used in Figure 5.5 and 
Figure 5.6. It shows that the sizes of the new conceptual graphs are close to 
the original ones or even smaller. This is consistent with the results outlined 
in Section 5.3. As the size of a new conceptual graph remains compact, the 
overhead cost in query optimization is under control. 
Computational time analysis for the new utility function: In the procedure 
to construct a conceptual graph, the calculation of the utility function value 
bares most of the computational cost. The utility function is linear to the 
total number of incoming and outgoing edges of objects in the data graph. 
As we consider only attributes instead of both attributes and roles of the 
objects, the number of edge labels involved in the utility function is reduced 
by nearly half. Experiments have revealed that the computational cost is 
reduced by nearly 30%. 
5.5 Chapter Summary 
In this chapter, different experiments were conducted to evaluate two new 
utility functions, namely roles-only and attributes-only based. The results 
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Size Comparison between Original and New 
Conceptual Graphs 
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Figure 5.7: Sizes of the Original and New Conceptual Graphs 
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revealed that conceptual graphs based on the roles-only approach performed 
worse. It was due to the uncontrolled resultant graph size. On the other 
hand，when attributes-only utility function were used，the conceptual graphs 
outperformed the ones produced by original utility function. Experiments 
have shown that, for small queries, new conceptual graphs reduced query 
costs over original ones in a range of 10-40%. and for large queries, the range 
was of 5-15%. In the rest of the thesis, we focus on new conceptual graphs, 
in particular, the one generated using the attribute-only utility function as 
it offers the best performance. 
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Chapter 6 
New Operators for Conceptual 
Graph Construction 
In Section 4.3, we mentioned the problem of information incompleteness in 
conceptual graph construction. In this chapter, we introduce new operators 
to the original algorithm to moderate the problem. 
6.1 The Original Algorithm 
� The original algorithm used to construct a conceptual graph relies on two 
operators [40]: createQ and accommodateQ. Each time a new object is 
examined, the createQ operator creates a new cluster to temporarily host it. 
If the resulting utility function value is the best, the new cluster survives. 
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The accommodate^ operator simply assigns the object to an existing cluster 
in the intermediate schema graph. 
With these two operators, once an object has been assigned to a cluster, it 
sticks to that cluster. Objects following it in the input stream will not affect 
its existence. The disadvantage of this is that with new objects assigned 
to other clusters, an object which has been previously assigned to a specific 
cluster (say, cluster A) may find that somewhere else (say, cluster B) would 
better host it. But the existing construction algorithm of conceptual graphs 
cannot cater for this. 
6.2 Revised Algorithm with New Operators 
The incremental clustering techniques proposed in [11] provide the basis for 
our revised algorithm. In the revised algorithm [41], in addition to the 
createQ and accommodateQ operators, we introduce two other operators: 
mer•卯()and splitQ. Given two clusters, mergeQ creates a new cluster and 
makes the two clusters the children^ of the new one, as illustrated in Fig-
� ure 6.1. Conversely, given a cluster with a set of children, splitQ deletes 
iThere are hierarchical relationships among clusters during the construction process, 
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Figure 6.1: Cluster C2 and C3 are Merged into Cluster C5 Using merged 
the parent cluster and promotes its children up one level, as illustrated in 
Figure 6.2. 
Unlike the original algorithm, with the use oimerge{) and split(), objects 
which have previously been assigned to some clusters now have the chance 
to adjust their position in the intermediate conceptual graph, i.e., either to 
merge with objects in another cluster or to split from their current cluster 
to form another one. However, due to constraints in computational cost^, 
it is impractical to consider every clusters each time an object is examined. 
Therefore, only the two clusters resulting the best two utility function values 
when an object is examined are considered. 
^Suppose there are N existing clusters, a full execution for merge{) would cost C空 
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Figure 6.2: Cluster C2 is Deleted and Cluster C4, C5 are Promoted Using 
splitQ 
Let Gd be a data graph, the conceptual graph, Vi a node in Gd, Vi 
a vertex in G^, root the root of and U the utility function value. The 
revised algorithm with depth-first traversal order is shown as follows. 
Procedure traverse[vi,vi) 
begin 
foreach (Vi,Vj) with a label I in Gd 
if (Vj has not been assigned to vj in Gg) 
then 
call Procedure assign.to.cluster{vj,root) 
endif 
traverse{vj,vj)] 




Let ？; be a node in the data graph G^, v a node (i.e., cluster) in the con-
ceptual graph Gs. The procedure assign—to—cluster() is defined as follows: 
Procedure as sign Jto .cluster {v, v) 
begin 
if ( ^ is a leaf node) 
then 
assign v to v\ 
else 
find the child of v best hosts v, denoted as v^ ； 
find the child of v second best hosts v, denoted as Vs\ 
if (a new child for v to host v can achieve better U) 
then 
create a new child Vc ； 
call as sign do.cluster [v, v^)-, 
elseif (split v can achieve better U) 
then 
split V ； 
call as sign-to-duster {v,节Y 
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elseif (merge 办 and v^  can achieve better U) 
then 
merge 仇 and Vs to Vm', 
call as sign Jo—cluster {v, firn).， 
else 




6.3 Query Evaluation of the Revised Algo-
rithm 
6.3.1 Experimental Setup 
In the evaluation, a set of synthetic data graphs were generated, the sizes of 
the graphs ranged from 2,500 nodes to 40,000 nodes. For each data graph, 
100 random regular path expressions were constructed according to the label 
paths on the graph. The regular path expressions are divided into two groups. 
One group for small queries, the other for large queries. 
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Conceptual graphs with the original and revised algorithms^ using breadth-
first traversal order were both generated for each data graph. For each data 
graph，small queries and large queries were applied. Query costs of query 
without conceptual graphs, query with conceptual graphs generated by the 
original algorithm (referred to as the original conceptual graph hereafter) and 
query with conceptual graphs generated by the revised algorithm (referred 
to as the new conceptual graph) were compared. 
6.3.2 Evaluation Results 
Table 6.3.2 compares the sizes of conceptual graphs between the old and 
revised algorithms. The first column gives the sizes of data graphs used to 
generate the corresponding conceptual graphs. Prom the table, we see that 
the sizes of conceptual graphs generated by the revised algorithm are close 
to those generated by the original algorithm; and they are relatively smaller 
than the sizes of the corresponding underlying data graphs. 
Figure 6.3 compares the query costs over small queries between query 
without schema graphs, query with new conceptual graphs and query with 
original conceptual graphs. The y-axis represents the average query cost over 
the 50 regular path expressions chosen as small queries, and x-axis is the size 
3Both algorithms used the new utility function, i.e., attributes-only, suggested in Sec-
tion 5.3 
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Data graph Original conceptual New conceptual 
size (nodes) graph size(nodes) graph size(nodes) 
2500 22 14 
5000 45 46 
7500 64 57 
10000 48 49 
12500 70 70 
15000 63 65 
17500 76 99 
20000 73 69 
22500 102 110 
25000 95 98 
27500 345 214 
30000 428 435 
32500 112 132 
35000 107 259 
37500 119 126 
Table 6.1: Comparison of the Sizes between Original and Revised Conceptual 
Graphs 
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of the data graphs (i.e., number of nodes in the graph). Prom the figure, 
we observe that for small queries, the cost of query with new conceptual 
graphs is close to that of query without schema graphs. And query with 
original conceptual graphs costs more than query with new ones. Prom data 
obtained, the costs saved by new conceptual graphs over the costs of the 
original ones fall into the range of 20-40%. 
Figure 6.4 compares the query costs over large queries between the same 
candidates, i.e., query without schema graphs, query with new conceptual 
graphs and query with original conceptual graphs. Each value on the y-
axis represents the average query cost over the 50 regular path expressions 
chosen as large queries for each specific data graph. Values on the x-axis 
again represent the sizes of the data graphs. Prom the figure，we see that the 
line representing query without conceptual graphs apparently lies above the 
other two, meaning that conceptual graphs can help reduce query costs in a 
satisfactory margin. Between the lines representing the two with conceptual 
graphs，query with original conceptual graph lies above the other, showing 
that with the revised algorithm, conceptual graphs perform better in query 
optimization. The data obtained showed that, original conceptual graphs 
can help reduce query costs ranging from 15% to 25%, and the same for new 
conceptual graphs ranges from 20% to 35%. Also, the costs reduced by the 
new conceptual graphs over the original ones are in the range of 5-10%. 
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Figure 6.3: Query Costs of Original and Revised Algorithms over Small 
Queries 
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Query Costs of Original and Revised Algorithms 
over Large Queries 
without conceptual graph 
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Computational time analysis for overall construction algorithm: In the 
revised procedure, when an object is to be assigned, there is roughly 50% 
chance the mergeQ is performed, and 25% for splitQ. mergeQ involves the 
creation of a new cluster and assigning objects to it. This does not cost 
much. splitQ involves the promotion of several objects up one level, this 
also costs little. Although a recursive call may occur for splitQ, experiments 
have shown that such a case is rare. Overall speaking, the new construction 
algorithm increases the computational cost by around 20%. 
6.4 Chapter Summary 
In the original construction algorithm of conceptual graphs, once an object is 
assigned to a cluster, it would be changed. This is undesirable. Given a data 
graph，the objects considered at the beginning of the construction process 
could likely be placed in less appropriate cluster. But with the original 
method，one has no choice but to bear with this ineffective result. In this 
chapter，we introduced two new operators, namely mergeQ and splitQ, and 
revised the construction algorithm. With these two operators, objects which 
previously assigned to some clusters could merge with other clusters or the 
cluster could be split, in order to generate more effective conceptual graphs. 
Experiments have shown that, with these new operators, query costs for 
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queries with conceptual graphs could be reduced by 20-40% and 5-10% for 




In recent years, there are many researches on semi-structured data. Semi-
structured data have no rigid structure and evolve rapidly. As traditional 
databases are unsuitable to store semi-structured data, labeled directed graphs 
have been introduced. Based on labeled directed graphs, accurate graph 
schemas and approximate graph schemas have been proposed for schema ex-
traction from semi-structured data. A typical example for accurate graph 
schemas is DataGuide [36]. DataGuides are accurate and concise. Given a 
query with an embedded regular path expression of length I, DataGuides can 
help to check for its existence with the cost of at most traversing I nodes. 
However，for a data graph with n objects, its corresponding DataGuide can 
be as large as 2". Approximate graph schemas are proposed as an alterna-
tive. They are smaller in size. But, most of the approximate graph schemas 
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require one or more pre-determined parameters in the schema extraction p r o 
cess，e.g., number of clusters, etc. There is no systematic way to determine 
such parameters as they are application dependent. 
To overcome the predicament, conceptual graphs are proposed [40]. Con-
ceptual graph is an approximate graph schema. Its construction does not 
require any pre-determined parameters. An incremental clustering method 
is used for schema extraction process. Objects with similar outgoing (i.e., 
attributes) and incoming edges (i.e., roles) are grouped into the same clus-
ter. In this thesis, we have systematically evaluated conceptual graphs. We 
tested the size of conceptual graphs with respect to different parameters, 
such as thinness and cyclic degree, etc., and showed that conceptual graphs 
are always compact. We have also assessed the advantages of conceptual 
graphs for query evaluation and revealed that query with conceptual graph 
were more efficient in handling queries, which produced large sets of results. 
However, experiments over small queries indicated that conceptual graphs 
were inefficient for query cost reduction. In fact, in some cases it did not 
perform well even for large queries. The poor performance is due to three 
major problems: search ineffectiveness caused by false paths, classification 
inaccuracy in a conceptual graph resulted from an ineffective utility function 
and inefficient conceptual graphs due to an inflexible construction algorithm. 
To improve the quality of conceptual graphs, we propose a new schema 
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extraction method. Instead of considering both incoming and outgoing edges, 
the original utility function was modified to only involve outgoing edges. Ex-
perimental results indicated that the conceptual graphs generated under the 
new algorithm utility function performed better than the original ones for 
both small and large queries. Furthermore, we introduced two new operators, 
namely mergeQ and splitQ, to the algorithm making schema extraction more 
flexible. With these new operators, objects which were previously assigned 
to a cluster can merge with other clusters and split into new clusters. With 
these mechanisms, more effective conceptual graphs can be generated. Ex-
periments have showed that, with the new operators, query costs for queries 
using conceptual graphs were significantly reduced for both small and large 
queries. 
Experiments have also revealed that with the new utility function and 
new operators in the construction process, the computational cost remains 
the same as the cost of the original construction algorithm. 
7.1 Future Work 
With the proposed refinement, the new conceptual graphs are effective in 
reducing the query costs for large queries. However, it still performed poorly 
on small ones. A possible way to improve this is to remove the false paths 
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related to the small queries. As small queries only traverse over a small set 
of nodes and links in the conceptual graphs in order to retrieve the target 
set，false path reduction seems affordable. This remains an area for further 
investigation. 
On the evaluation side, since all data graphs used in this thesis are syn-
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